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SHOWS?
or

Good afternoon. Thanks for coming today.

!
I’d like to pick up where we left off last year.
!

If you remember, I began last year’s session by asking you if people
watched shows or channels.

CHANNELS?
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Almost all of you said shows.

3

But I explained that in the early days of cable, channel brands were often
more important that program brands.

4

Back then, viewers would tell you they loved Discovery Channel, but couldn’t
name one show on the schedule.

SHOWS
or

CHANNELS?
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The mantra was “I may not know what’s on the channel. But I have a pretty
good idea of what I’m going to get out of it.”

6

In those days, network brands were terrific filters for new and unknown
content.

7

In that old world of television, there was you and your program. But often
you didn’t know what that program was. So you used your channel brand
not only as a filter, but also as the electronic conduit that got you to a
program.
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Filters for
New & Unknown
Content
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Network

!

?

Now, as content continues to move to different platforms and players, with
more on demand availability, that relationship is changing.

!
!
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Network

?

Today, there’s you and your program—and because of the Internet and
social media—you probably have a better idea of what show you’re looking
for. To get to your program you may still go through your network, but
more and more often you’re going through whatever platform, device, or
distribution medium that’s convenient.

!
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And in that situation, the channel brand becomes irrelevant. It’s not
necessarily your conduit to the content. And it’s not necessarily your filter.
Because in an on demand world, the majority of search is by program title,
not network name.

!

Network

leehuntLLC

VOD Usage
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43,300,000

!

According to Rentrak, in the last 12 months, 43.3 million televisions
accessed VOD content, accounting for almost 9 hours of time spent viewing
a month.

!

9 Hours
/Month

# TVs Accessing VOD

And VOD keeps on growing.

Amount of VOD Consumed
leehuntLLC

Rentrak 2014

VOD Usage

11

Rentrak estimated that broadcast prime time viewing of video on demand
content grew 24% over the past year.

12

Comcast’s Xfinity Watchathon this April broke all VOD records with 61
million views, 50 million hours of TV watching, serving up more than 5,000
episodes from 130 series on 48 networks.

24%

Broadcast Primetime
leehuntLLC

Rentrak 2014

Xfinity Watchathon Week
March 31-April 6

61 million views
50 million hours
5,000 episodes
130 series
48 networks
leehuntLLC
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:30 Xfinity Watchathon

14

Don’t get me wrong. VOD is not necessarily a bad thing for channel brands.

Xfinity Watchathon

0.28

!

According to Comcast, the live audience for HBO’s Game of Thrones grew by
17% in Watchathon homes. Add in 3 days of DVR viewing and that number
jumps to 27%.

27%
0.21

0.14

0.07

Non-Comcast Homes

Comcast Homes

0
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0.3
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NBC’s Chicago Fire grew 30%.

16

And FX’s Archer grew a whopping 78%. Pretty impressive.

30%

0.225
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Comcast Homes
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Cord Cutting

17

18.1

44%

But, Experian Marketing Services said that the number of cord cutters—
people who no longer come to our channels through our channels—has
increased by 44% in the last three years.

!

And interestingly, those cord-cutters became 18.1% of Netflix subscribers,
up from 12.7%.
2013

2013

Cable Unsubscribers

Netflix Subscribers
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One of the ways we try to reduce cord cutting and compete with the likes of
Netflix is with authenticated channel player brands—TV Everywhere. Things
like FX Now and HBO GO.

!

19

1:12 HBO Go What’s He In?

20

An Adobe study, released just last week, says that content provided by TV
networks through digital sites, as well as non-authenticated video has
jumped 246% year-over-year.

HBO Go What’s He In

TV Everywhere
246%

160

!

95 TV channels are now behind more than 160 TV Everywhere sites and
apps in the US. That’s 30 more channels than just six months ago.

95

Networks

TVE Content
Adobe 2014

TVE Sites
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The number TV Everywhere video streams per visitor per months grew
133%.

!

539%

The number of unique TV Everywhere visitors to websites and apps per
month increased by 157%.
133%
TVE Streams

!

And game consoles and OTT (over the top) devices saw a 539% increase in
TV Everywhere activity.

157%

TVE Visitors

Consoles & OTT
leehuntLLC

Adobe 2014
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That’s all good news, but again that presupposes that people are looking for
on-demand content via a channel brand.

!

And that may be true for a super brand like HBO that also has all—ALL—its
content available on demand.

23

But FX’s player, like most network players, has a limited amount of content.
If I want more…

!

24

FX The Americans Amazon

:15 The Americans Amazon Prime

!

Fine, but if I’m like my kids, they don’t want to search player to player, and
they may not know what channel the show they want to watch came from.
They want one site with simple search and all content, legally or illegally.

!
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So how do we make our channel brands relevant in this new world? During
the last couple of Promax sessions I’ve talked about weaving our channel
brands into our program brands to keep them relevant. Honestly, that’s
more of a stopgap measure.

!

Navigators

What we really need to do is rethink the purpose of our channel brands—not
as navigators…
leehuntLLC
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…but as curators.

!

Let me give you an analogy.

Curators
leehuntLLC
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When my wife and I want to watch a movie on demand, we look at the
offerings. Some movies we recognize immediately, many of them we’ve
heard of but don’t know much about, and a lot are completely unknown to
us.

!

MOD

Sure, they’ve divided them into categories, but I have no idea if they’re
worth investing our 2 hours and $4.99.

28

So my process is go through the categories… in this case, on Time Warner
Cable, All New, Indie Film Month, Comic Book Heroes, Monsters Attack!, an
Epix Special Offer, Wicked Witches, Comedy…

MOD
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…ah, Nicolas Cage—now that’s a category!

30

If I see a title that looks interesting… how about The Rock?

31

I read the description, then I go to my Flixter app on my iPhone with Rotten
Tomatoes reviews; type in The Rock, and look at the reviews—which give me
the average of both professional critical reviews and crowd sourced reviews.

32

67% of critics liked it. 86% of users. Seems like a safe bet.

MOD

MOD

MOD

!

Now that’s a lot of work. The point is I need a filter to help me make my
choices.
MOD

!

And in this new world of television that’s exactly what a good network brand
should do. That is how we stay relevant.

!

But that means making some changes.
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I’ve talked to you before about the four paradoxes of media brands.

34

The first is that to be successful you need the reach of a general
entertainment service, but the focus of a niche.

The Four
PARADOX
PARADOXES#1

of Media Brands
leehuntLLC

!

PARADOX #1

I still believe that is true, but we need to refine that a bit.

Media brands need the reach of a
general entertainment channel
but the focus of a niche network
leehuntLLC
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Back in 2001, TNT was the first general entertainment channel to
demonstrate this paradox with “We Know Drama.” Remember, they did not
say, “We are drama.” They said, “we can find the drama in all kinds of
shows, movies, series, sports.”

36

They were all about perspective—what I call a brand prism. They found a
way to connect the disparate content of a 24-hour linear general
entertainment channel.

leehuntLLC

Brand Prism

!

POV
Programming

Series
Movies
Sports

Part of that was necessity. When they introduced the positioning they didn’t
have much in the way of dramatic programing. They wouldn’t get what
became their first flagship dramatic show, Law & Order, for another 18
months.

“We Know Drama”

leehuntLLC
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In a previous Promax session, I walked you through how they evolved that
positioning over more than a decade. If you missed it you can still find it on
my website.

!

But last year, things began to change.

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010
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:60 TNT DRAMA Is

39

Why did they do that?

TNT DRAMA Period

!
Two important things changed since they launched “We Know Drama.”
!

TNT now has more than a dozen original drama shows, compared to zero
when they introduced the “we know drama” positioning. And they’ve
worked hard to establish what makes a TNT drama.

40

Connective
Navigational
Brand

Endemic
Curatorial
Brand

They’ve shifted from a connective navigational brand to an endemic
curatorial brand.

!

What the hell do I mean by that?

leehuntLLC
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Before, TNT connected all the unrelated parts of their linear schedule with a
single, unified positioning. “We Know Drama” helped me navigate the
diversity of the channel.

!

Now they’ve shifted to a brand position that promises a curation of a very
specific kind of programming endemic to their umbrella positioning.

!
leehuntLLC
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Remember, in the earliest days of cable, channels were defined by their
endemic quality—what they were made of. CNN was news. ESPN was
sports. Nick was kids. Lifetime was television for women.

!

I didn’t have to think about what these channels were about—I got it. It’s
what I call a “snap judgment.”

!
Now, TNT is shifting to own an endemic quality—drama.
!

leehuntLLC
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But wait a minute, what about when they have sports or special events like
the Golden Globes? Wasn’t that the whole reason for “We Know Drama”?
That’s the rub.

!

As a linear general entertainment channel with 24 hours a day to fill they
will continue to need to have a broad swath of shows.

!
leehuntLLC
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But as a curatorial brand—an on-demand filter—they can help me find the
kind of shows I’m looking for.

!
So how do they balance those two?
!

Honestly, I worried that drama was just too broad a positioning; they don’t
want it to become just another category in the VOD menu.
leehuntLLC
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They needed to make sure they defined a TNT drama and how it is different
from a drama you might find on another channel.

!

And at this last month’s upfront they introduced this shift in their
positioning.

leehuntLLC
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:60 TNT Boom

47

I think it’s a gutsy move. But the best creative is always risky.

TNT DRAMA BOOM

!

Hopefully, it will serve two purposes; first continue to be an organizing
principal for a 24 hour general entertainment channel—drama goes “boom,”
sports go “boom,” specials go “boom;” and second, as a curatorial filter that
gives meaning and relevance to their drama brand in an on-demand world.

!

Once again, I think TNT is leading the way.

48

Here’s another example. Hallmark Channel defines itself as “the Heart of
TV.” They’ve taken the primary attribute of the greeting card brand and
applied it television. We all have a pretty good idea what to expect when we
turn to Hallmark.

leehuntLLC
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But they also have The Hallmark Movie Channel, where they air their original
movies. If you think about it this is an incredibly efficient name.

!

Everyone understands what a Hallmark Movie is. The same way we all know
what a Lifetime Movie is. The Hallmark brand modifies the movies genre.

!

But the problem was that they didn’t just air movies on the channel. They
found strong ratings with another genre of programming, mysteries.
leehuntLLC
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So they’re currently changing their name to Hallmark Movies & Mysteries.
They dropped the word channel, which is just a vestigial appendage these
days.

!

The new name allows them to position themselves for both the linear
channel world and the on-demand world as well as let them define another
category of programming as their own.

!

Why? Well when I go to on-demand and I want a mystery I might run into

leehuntLLC
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:60 South Park Murder Porn

52

I think we all know that a Hallmark Mystery will be different.

CC South Park Murder Porn

!
This is using a network brand as a trusted curatorial filter.
!

Now this new approach to on-demand positioning creates a tremendous
amount of pressure on programming.

!
leehuntLLC
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USA Network
Colliding Characters
I’m a Character

Character Profiles

Social

Programming
!
Characters
Welcome

Characters Unite

Character Lounge

On Line

Syndicated Characters

As I’ve pointed out before that’s the brilliance of USA’s Characters Welcome.
They can have any kind of content they want as long as they focus on the
characters. And since all stories have characters, it frees them to follow any
path. But does it work in an on-demand world? We’ll come back to that.

Movie Characters

Ad Sales

Character Arcade

Character Interstitials

Character of the Month

Character Builder

Character
Brandworks

By its very nature programming needs the elasticity to grow, evolve and
experiment. That’s why I’ve always been a proponent of brand positions
that allow a network to move in many directions.

!

Original Characters

Character Project
Character Approved
Awards

53

!

Character Uncovered

leehuntLLC
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Let’s look at another network, FX. Last year we talked about how they treat
their original shows as theatricals with unique creative and marketing—one
of the reasons they’re up for so many Promax and BDA awards this year.

!

Just after Promax last year they introduced an organizing principal—a single
quality that connects all their disparate programming—“fearless”—as in
fearless storytelling.

!

Here are some of their 5 second IDs.
55

:20 Fearless Montage

56

As a curatorial brand, it creates a unique filter. There’s not a lot of
connection between Louis, The Americans…

!

FX Fearless Montage
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Wilfred…

58

…or Sons of Anarchy.

!

But if I’m looking for programming that pushes boundaries, takes chances,
surprises and sometime shocks, I can count on FX as a filter. And again, it
resonates as a paradox; it’s narrow, yet broad so it works for a linear
network as well as an on-demand filter.

!

But, you’re probably saying, OK, that works for their original programming,
but what about all those movies they air?
59

Is Shrek fearless storytelling?

60

Probably not.

!
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Linear general entertainment networks these days tend to live by the 90/10
rule. 90% of the brand is defined by only 10% of the programming.

!

90/10

In the case of FX, while movies may drive most of the revenue, they
understand that movies on TV have become a commodity. They’re available
everywhere. Building a brand around the 30th airing of Iron Man won’t get
them much traction.
leehuntLLC
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But their Fearless positioning with their original programming will keep their
brand relevant in the on-demand world.

63

The reality is that the movies that drive the rest of the schedule—just like
Law & Order and NCIS on USA, Castle and Bones on TNT—are serendipitous
viewing.

!

People don’t make a point to seek out these shows, like they do serialized
originals. They land on them while trolling the linear channels and stick
with them for a while.

64

Let’s go back to USA Network; they’ve been the #1 cable network for 8 years
in a row, and it all began within 6 months of introducing their Characters
Welcome positioning.

!

Characters allowed them to instill order to their chaotic programming mix of
movies, series, wrestling, dog shows, tennis matches.

leehuntLLC
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And while characters is a great organizing principal for the channel, the real
brand defining content—the 10% that “makes us USA” is an attitude—“blue
skies” and “quirky.”

!

It’s a quality that resonates in all their hit shows from Monk to Suits to
Sirens to Psych.

66

Is NCIS blue-skies and quirky? How about Law and Order: Special Victims
Unit? Those are the 90% of the schedule that drives much of the revenue for
the channel.

!

No, those shows aren’t blue sky or quirky, but they live very comfortably in
the “characters” positioning.

!

Am I going to search on demand for “characters?” I don’t think so. But I
might use the USA brand as a filter for blue sky, quirky dramadies.
67

Again, I might not be familiar with a new USA original, “but I have a pretty
good idea what I’m going to get out of it.” Everything old is new again.

!

USA though needs to figure out how to balance their linear and on-demand
brands.

!

Let me give you an example of another network facing that challenge.
leehuntLLC
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Many of my clients have heard me tell this story. My 19-year old daughter
just finished her freshman year at NYU in the Film and TV program. She is a
fanatic about television. She watches everything. And binges on series. But
like most people her age, she doesn't watch much linear television.
Everything is on demand on her computer.

!

A few months ago, around the time of the Breaking Bad finale, she came up
to me and said incredulously, “Dad, did you know that Breaking Bad, Mad
Men, and the Walking Dead are all on the same channel?”
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“Sure, they’re all on AMC.” “Why isn’t that the most famous channel in the
world!?”

!

Now, it’s not that she doesn't know channel brands. She can connect every
HBO show with the channel.

70

That’s because HBO stands for something. It was the first general
entertainment cable channel to take a curatorial position. From their
earliest tagline, “Simply the best” to “It’s not TV, it’s HBO.” They’ve always
stood for the superlative.

!

But the problem with AMC, and I love AMC, is that I don’t know what AMC
stands for.

!
71

Their current tagline is “Something More.” Like many taglines, I don’t know
what that means. Something more than what? It begs the question and
makes viewers fill in the blank.

!

Now if I stop and think about it, I can assume they’re drafting off the HBO
quality promise and referencing things like their story notes version of
movies.
leehuntLLC
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But the problem is that people don’t stop and think when they’re watching
TV. They experience it. And if the message isn’t obvious in that experience
they don’t get it.

!
As creatives, we run into this problem a lot.
!

And I have a theory about how we get ourselves into these situations. So I
asked Elaine Cantwell and her team at Houndstooth to help me out with it.

!
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!
As creatives, we are always digging for inspired solutions.
!

We think and we think, and we dig and we dig, deeper and deeper. Until
finally, we find the answer buried deep within the problem.

74

We’ve immersed ourselves in the problem so the solution seems brilliant.

!

We then expect our viewers to climb down into that hole with us,
understand all the thinking that got us to the solution and recognize our
genius.

!
75

But in reality our viewers are zooming by at 35,000 feet and if they happen
to look down and see our hole, we’re lucky. But if they don’t “get it,” like
that (snapping finger), we’ve lost them.

!

Because remember, there are thousands of other holes out there all
competing for our viewers attention at the same time.

76

SIMPLE
OBVIOUS
INTUITIVE

So the four questions I ask myself:

!

Is it simple?—no complicated moving parts that require several cognitive
steps.
Is it obvious?—a self-evident solution that doesn’t need explaining.
Is it intuitive?—do I get it without having to think about it?
And finally, is it emotional? Is there a reason for me to care?

EMOTIONAL
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And when I present the answer and the client says, “well, Duh!” I know we
have the right solution.

!

“DUH!”
78

Build

On-Air Linear
Off-Air On-Demand

!

In doing both, we need a position, and hopefully a tagline, that clearly
defines our brand in both these worlds.

Channel Brands

!

It won’t be easy. But if we want to survive, it’s necessary.

leehuntLLC
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C3 Retention Tactics
‣ Fewer pods

‣ Shows within shows

‣ More pods

‣ Bridged breaks

‣ Single sponsor programs

‣ Accelerated transitions

‣ Single sponsor pods

‣ Contextual bumps/BBs

‣ Interstitials

‣ Contextual commercials

‣ Additional content

‣ Squeezed pods

‣ Short form franchises

‣ Integrated promos

‣ Watch to win/play along

To sum up: we need to make sure that our network brands are now built for
both the linear world—where we have to connect 24 hours of programming,
as well as the on-demand world, where viewers can use our network brands
as a filter to help them find a particular kind of programming.

OK. Let’s change gears here.

!

Over the years I’ve showed you a lot of C3 retention tactics—new
experimental ideas to reduce audience erosion in commercial pods.

!

Here’s one that breaks ground in several ways. Live Integrations. It’s
actually a throwback to the earliest days of television—the stars of the show
pitch the product on-air live.

‣ Sponsored promos
‣ Live integrations
leehuntLLC
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It happened last March when TV Land aired their two back-to-back shows,
Hot In Cleveland and The Soul Man, live.

leehuntLLC
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Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00

In the first break of Hot in Cleveland, they aired a live integrated
commercial.

ACT 1

Promo

Live
Commercial

!
Commercials

It would probably have been placed in the “A” position, but because both
the show and commercial were live they needed transition time to move the
cast from one sound stage to the other. So they dropped in a thirty-second
promo.

ACT 2

!
Content

Commercials

Here’s what it looked like.

leehuntLLC

Live Commercials

Promos

82

1:19 TVL HIC Live Commercial

83

Very clever. But how did it perform?

TVL HIC Live Commercial

Live Viewing

Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00
0.3

0.225

But as you can see, in that first break, with the promo and live commercial,
the yellow and the bright green, we see some interesting behavior.

ACT 3

!
Let’s zoom in.
!

ACT 4

ACT 2

Break 3

ACT 1

Break 2

Break 1

0.15

0.075

0
10:00

10:30

2014 TRA

Content

Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00

Commercials

Promos

leehuntLLC

Live Commercials

84

Break 1 Live Viewing

0.25

Promo

Live
Commercial

0.23

ACT 1

You can see there’s erosion during the promo, but when we get to the live
commercial, it holds and actually builds a bit before we get to the rest of the
pod and we have our usual erosion.

!
!

0.24

0.22

!
If we look at the entire half hour, the show sustained its audience fairly well.
!

ACT 2

Commercials

0.21
10:12

2014 TRA

10:15

leehuntLLC
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Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00
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Break 2 Live Viewing

If you look at the rest of the breaks, we see the standard pattern of erosion.

0.24

0.23

0.22

ACT 2

ACT 3
Commercials

0.21

0.2
10:20

10:23
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Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00
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Break 3 Live Viewing

0.24

0.23

0.22

ACT 3

ACT 4
Commercials

0.21

0.2
10:26

10:29
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2014 TRA
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Time Shifted Viewing

Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00

That’s live viewing. When we move to time-shifted viewing, look what
happens.

!

1.9

See that spike? That’s very unusual. Let’s zoom in here.

1.425

Break 1

0

ACT 3
Break 3

ACT 2
Break 2

ACT 1
0.475

ACT 4

0.95

10:00

10:30

2014 TRA

Content

Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00

Commercials

Promos
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Live Commercials

88

Break 1 Time Shifted Viewing

1.8

The promo gets fast-forwarded though. Not unusual. Even promos have
difficulties with time-shifted viewing. But look at the roll back during the
commercial. That’s really impressive.

1.35

ACT 1
Promo
0.45

Live
Commercial

0.9

ACT 2

Commercials

0
10:12

2014 TRA

10:15
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Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00
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Break 2 Time Shifted Viewing

1.8

As a point of reference, here are the other time-shifted breaks. Very typical
behavior. What I call the “valley of the time-shifted shadow of death.”

1.35

0.9

ACT 2

ACT 3

0.45

Commercials
0
10:20

10:23
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Hot in Cleveland Live
032614 10:00
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Break 3 Time Shifted Viewing

1.8

1.35

0.9

ACT 3

ACT 4

0.45

Commercials
0
10:26

10:29
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Hot in Cleveland Live
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Break 1 Time Shifted Viewing

But this rollback is very significant particularly as we move to C7 ratings
with more time-shifted viewing.

!

1.8

But was it a fluke?

1.35

0.9

Live
Commercial

ACT 1
Promo
0.45

ACT 2

Commercials

0
10:12

10:15
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2014 TRA

Soul Man Live
032614 10:30
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Break 2 Live Viewing

Right after Hot in Cleveland, TV Land scooted 92-year old Betty White over
to the other sound stage and went live with The Soul Man.

!

0.19

They ran a live commercial too, preceded by a promo, but this time in the
second break. The results weren’t as dramatic in live viewing…
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Break 2 Time Shifted Viewing
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…but the time shifted, once again, captured some significant rollback.

94

I think we have to give TV Land two check marks in the successful break
retention tactics column.

95

Another interesting development this year has been WEtv’s use of interactive
promos with Ensequence’s Promotions+ on Samsung Smart TVs.
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!

When certain WEtv promos play you can opt in to receive a reminder text.

96

:30 WEtv Interactive Promo

!

WEtv MBC RS
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In the 8 week campaign, 7.9% of Samsung Smart TV viewers of WE interacted
with the remind application.
11.4% of that percentage successfully entered their mobile number and
requested a reminder. Remember they had to manually key in 10 digits with
their remotes. That’s only .9% of the universe, but I think that’s an
impressive percentage.

98

And what was particularly interesting to me the average frequency—the
average number of times a household saw the spot before they interacted—
was only 1.64

99

Univision is launching a similar reminder service through their TV
Everywhere app.

100

And the new Peel remote offers a similar feature in their smart remote
control.

11.4%
7.9%

1.64

Interacted

Completed

Effective Frequency
leehuntLLC

Ensequence 2014

Interactive Promos
11.4%
7.9%

1.64

Interacted
Ensequence 2014

Completed

Effective Frequency
leehuntLLC
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Interestingly, this can all be traced back to TiVo’s thumb’s up promos. If
you saw a promo with a thumbs up logo embedded in a promo, you’d click
on the thumb’s up button on your remote and it would record the show for
you.

!

The point is that people are becoming more comfortable interacting with
their TVs, and that presents a real promotional opportunity for us.

102

BUG
COLLECTION

For a number of years here at Promax, I premiered new editions of my “bug
collection”—a montage of interesting secondary event images and
animations. In the past couple of years though, secondary events have
become so commonplace, that I no longer bother.

!

But this year at the upfronts, a new use of secondary events, or actually
network logo bugs caught my attention.

103

Adult Swim, never known for doing anything commonplace, announced it
would be turning over its bug to advertisers.

!

I edited a few down so you could see what they look like. I also dropped out
the sound to keep it from being distracting.

104

AS Bug Sponsors

:28 Adult Swim Bug Sponsors (MOS)

!

In their research they noted that nearly all of the participants found the onair logos subtle and not distracting. What’s more, viewers who saw the
sponsored bug during the program also looked at the same advertiser’s
brand logos and taglines in adjacent commercial spots for a significantly
longer duration.
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24%

They found that 18% of viewers who watched a traditional commercial
without seeing a sponsored bug remembered the name of the sponsor. But
with viewers who saw an ad and an onscreen logo together that number
jumped to 24%.

!
That’s pretty impressive. But not completely original.
!

18%

Ad Only

If you want to go back to where it really all began, you have to look at Nick
at Nite back in 2003.

Ad + Bug
leehuntLLC

Viacom 2014
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:30 NAN Be the Bug

107

As for what’s new in secondary events, we’ve seen some shifts in placement.
Sometimes we put the bug over here…

108

…or over there.

NAN Be The Bug
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Animal Planet splits the difference vertically

!
:18 Animal Planet Secondary Event
!
And talk about sponsorship!

Animal Planet

110

:11 Discovery Channel Secondary Event

!

Interesting, but as you can see pretty easily gets in the way of the shot.
Discovery

111

Of course the record’s still held by History who at times has used all four
corners of the screen for messaging.

!
History

112

We’ve also see some interesting accidental placements, like this screen grab
for the Olympics.

!
NBC Oly
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ABC was running some interesting animations for Once Upon a Time…

114

…until someone caught this unfortunate bit of timing.

!
:12 ABC Once Upon A Time Secondary Event
!

ABC OUAT

!
:05 ABC Once Upon A Time GIF
!

All right. Let’s get serious again.

ABC OUAT Fail

115

We’ve talked many times before about the stickiest positions of a break, the
“A” and “Z.” But what promos perform best in those spots? Or more to the
point, who makes the stickiest promos?

!
Alex Petrilli of TiVo Research and Analytics and I decided to find out.
!

Promo Retention Analysis
73 Broadcast & Cable Networks
April 2013-March 2014
350,000 HH rotating sample

We looked at an entire year’s worth of promos from 73 broadcast and cable
networks in a daily rotating sample of 350,000 US households.
leehuntLLC

TiVo Research Analytics
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“A” Position

Content

To determine which network makes the stickiest promos, we only looked at
spots that aired in that valuable “A” position. We didn’t want commercial
erosion to impact the results. We wanted to see which network’s promos
retained the most audience going directly from content to promo.

!
!

Promo

leehunt
leehuntLLC
LLC
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Now by doing that we effectively eliminated the broadcast networks from
this competition since they rarely air promos in the “A” position like cable
networks do.

!

Promo Retention Analysis
73 Broadcast & Cable Networks

Now I don’t want to go off on a tangent here, but we know broadcast ratings
continued to plummet this year while cable ratings continued to rise? I
think its time broadcasters changed their promo scheduling strategies. But
let’s put that aside for now.

April 2013-March 2014
350,000 HH rotating sample

leehuntLLC
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What we are looking for is promo retention.

!

What percentage of the program rating did the promo retain?

Promo Retention
The Percentage of Program Rating
the Promo Retains

leehuntLLC
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PRIMETIME
FULL DAY
LIVE
C3
C7
TIME SHIFTED
:15+
:10+
:05+
TiVo Research Analytics

We decided we needed to look at this in a lot of different ways. We looked
at primetime. At full day—6am to 1am. We looked at live ratings. C3
ratings. C7 ratings. Fully time shifted. We broke down the spots to
promos over 15 seconds. Promos over 10 seconds. Promos over 5
seconds.

!
We looked at this every which way we could think of.
!
leehuntLLC
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With that in mind, we got together with Promax and decided to create the
first annual TiVo Stickiest Promos of the Year awards: the networks whose
promos did the best job of keeping their audience tuned in to their
channel’s breaks—and therefore not only did a better job of selling their
shows, but also increasing their channel’s C3 ratings.

!
leehuntLLC

In all these different analysis, a handful of networks kept rising to the top,
most of them fighting for the second, third, fourth and fifth position. Only
one network came in first in just about every category.
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So we have four runners up, networks who averaged in the top 5 in almost
all our categories:

!
A&E, AMC, History and TBS.
!

These were four of the stickiest networks of the year, holding more
audience during more promos than any other networks.

!

Congratulations to you all.

leehuntLLC
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But as I mentioned, one network came in first in every category. Short
promos, long promos, live viewing, time shifted viewing, primetime, full
day. No matter how we parsed the data they continually topped the
rankings.

!

Accepting the award for the first annual TiVo Stickiest Promos of the Year is
Senior Vice President of Marketing, Walter Levitt, from Comedy Central.

!

We asked Walter and his team to put together a few spots that might

leehuntLLC
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2:15 CC Montage

124

Congratulations to Comedy Central.

!

We also decided to try to find the singular stickiest spots of the year—
individual promos that retained the greatest percentage of audience.

!

In doing this analysis we learned some interesting facts.

leehuntLLC
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First, promos at the end of a show, whether they are over squeezed credits
or “next time on” spots are by far the stickiest promos. They overwhelmed
all other promos.

!

And that makes sense. You’ve engaged me in this week’s show. I’m eager
to get a peek at next week’s episode.

!
leehuntLLC
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Promo Retention Analysis

!

73 Broadcast & Cable Networks

We looked at the same 73 broadcast and cable networks over a one year
period, but this time we narrowed our search to primetime. We only looked
at promos in internal breaks. We set a threshold of a 1 rating to make sure
we had a representative sample. And we eliminated live sports programming
because of the difference in viewer behavior.

April 2013-March 2014
350,000 HH rotating sample
Primetime
Internal Breaks
1 Rating or Better
No Live Sports
leehuntLLC

TiVo Research Analytics

But we wanted to find promos that held the audience in internal breaks.
That’s where our on-air promotion work has its best chance to increase
sampling by selling other shows or new seasons.

127

Here’s what we found.

!

The 5th most stickiest promo of the year aired in ABC Family’s Pretty Little
Liars last February. It was this spot for the winter premiere of Twisted,
airing later that night.

leehuntLLC
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:30 ABCF Twisted

ABCF Twisted
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The 4th stickiest promo came from NBC. As I mentioned the broadcast
networks rarely use the “A” position. But in this case it was what I’ll call a
“special cross-promo integration.” It’s 60-second spot for the Winter
Olympics that aired in The Voice last December. It features last year’s The
Voice winner, Danielle Bradbury, performing on The Voice stage.

130

:60 NBC Olympics

131

The 3rd stickiest promo of the year belonged to Discovery and aired in their
Skywire Live special last June 23rd. It was this spot for the season premiere
of Naked & Afraid.

132

:30 DSC Naked & Afraid

NBC Olympics

Discovery Naked & Afraid
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The 2nd stickiest promo, no surprise, was from Comedy Central. A spot for
South Park that aired in Key & Peele in September.

134

:15 CC South Park

135

And the #1 stickiest spot was this new season promo for USA’s Psych that
aired in their two-hour special, Psych: The Musical, on December 15, 2013.

136

:30 USA Psych

leehuntLLC

CC South Park
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USA Psych
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So what are we to make of all this? Season premiere spots seem to hold
viewers. Will these spots win any awards at the competition tomorrow?
Probably not.

!

But these are the workhorse promos that make us successful, day in and day
out. You can make great creative, but if people don’t watch it, it won’t be
effective. What we can say about all these spots is that they understand and
are relevant to their target audience and the shows they were scheduled in.
leehuntLLC
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For the last few years, we’ve talked about parity programming, copycat
shows with similar names, themes or formats. Pawn Shops, Wars,
Weddings, Wives.

!

Well, a couple of weeks ago the New York Times chronicled a different kind
of parity that they called, “Attack of the Killer Theme Weeks.”

leehuntLLC
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It all began with Discovery Channel’s “Shark Week,” which this summer will
celebrate its 27th year on air! And Weather Channel will observe its 9th year
of destruction and devastation with “Tornado Week.”

!

I have to assume these two weeks must have been the inspiration behind
Syfy’s cult hit “Sharknado,” and the upcoming “Sharknado 2.”

leehuntLLC
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And I just heard that Syfy will be hosting a Sharknado Week this summer
with titles such as “Sharktopus vs. Pteracuda,” “Mega Shark vs. Mecha
Shark,” and "Sharkmania: The Top 15 Biggest Baddest Bloodiest Bites."

!
leehuntLLC
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But I think they’d be better off extending the original franchise.

!
“Sharkcano”—An underwater volcano would have made too much sense.
!

“Sharkalanche”—Snow is frozen water, the science is sound. Starring Shaun
White.

!
And “Sharkicane,” Because Fuck You, that’s Why. Sorry, only quoting here.
!

leehuntLLC
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But I digress.

!

Discovery has had so much success with “Shark Week” that they’ve extended
the theme week idea across their other channels. The perfect companion to
“Shark Week” on Destination America—“Meat Week.”

leehuntLLC
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They’ve got “Psych Week” on… sorry, wrong Psych…

144

“Psych Week” on Discovery Health & Fitness.

WEEK

leehuntLLC

leehuntLLC
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And on Science, “Are We Alone? Week.”

!

The answer of course, is no.

leehuntLLC
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Since there is “Serious About Stand Up Comedy Week on Epix,” “Sharks of
Steel Week,” and even “Arthur Arts Week” on PBS Kids.

147

But I have to admit my all-time favorite is “Monster Week” on Animal Planet.
Since it is so “Surprisingly Human.”

leehuntLLC

!

Time to close for this year. I thought we’d go out with another one of those
terrific spots from HBO Go.

!
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1:01 HBO Go Happily Married
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